ScienceDirect
ArticleChoice®

Your library may support a small organization but that isn’t reflected in
the big demands placed on you by your students, faculty and researchers.
They do important work, and their varied information needs are no different
than those of the largest research-intensive institutions.

Offer your users the articles and
book chapters they need while
staying within your library’s budget.

ArticleChoice puts the critical information your users need at their fingertips without
stretching your budget. It’s the perfect choice for small to medium-sized academic
institutions and research organizations with a focused mission.

Choose your ScienceDirect
ArticleChoice bundle at Elsevier.com

• Available in bundles of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 or 500 articles and book chapters

elsevier.com/solutions/
sciencedirect/content/articlechoice

• Full

ScienceDirect functionality, including in-depth searching, CrossRef linking
and personalization features
• Monthly usage reports available for easy publication purchase tracking

Achieve more with ScienceDirect ArticleChoice®
Access to ScienceDirect’s unparalleled breadth and depth of content gives your users
the edge they need to achieve more in today’s competitive world. ArticleChoice is a
cost-effective alternative, providing your users with:
• T
 he ability to inform smarter decisions based on trusted, peer-reviewed information
Discovery of what peers are reading including interdisciplinary perspectives across
numerous research fields
• C
 utting-edge content and supplementary materials to accelerate efficient research,
learning and education
Embedded interactive data visualizations, such as graphs, 3D models, Scopus citation
counts, multimedia files, contextual references, open data, computer code and interactive
case insights for added context
ScienceDirect includes:
• Millions

of full-text articles and chapters from leading journals, major reference works
and books, including Articles in Press
• Journal archives dating back to 1823
• Pre-1995 book titles
ScienceDirect’s intuitive functionality enables more effective and efficient discovery leading
to more informed decisions:
• G
 ain immediate insights
- Effectively assess what’s relevant through one-click access to figures, tables and citation
counts embedded in publications
- Discover more relevant research using recommended articles and related book content
• Stay current
- Customized searching according to a student, faculty or researcher’s field
- Personalized alerting to ensure users don’t miss out on the latest discoveries
• Collaborate
- Efficient information storage: ScienceDirect makes it easy for users to quickly download
publications to their reference manager of choice, such as Mendeley, so they can annotate,
share and discuss findings with key collaborators or work groups

sciencedirect.com

ArticleChoice® At a Glance

Available to

Small and medium-sized academic, government
and corporate libraries.

Content Collection

Select from almost all non-subscribed* content
in the ScienceDirect database: millions of full-text
articles, chapters from major reference works and
books, journal archives reaching back to 1823 and
pre-1995 book titles.

Offer your users the articles and
book chapters they need while
staying within your library’s budget.
Choose your ScienceDirect
ArticleChoice bundle at Elsevier.com

*See the list of excluded content for exceptions
online at:

elsevier.com/solutions/
sciencedirect/content/articlechoice
Regional Elsevier
Customer Service departments

elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/content/
journal-title-list
Entitlements

North and Central America:
Tel: +1 888 615 4500
(+1 314 447 8068, if calling from
outside the USA and Canada)
Tel: +1 888 437 4636
South America:
Tel: +55 21 3970 9300

Download full-text articles and selected book
chapters in PDF and HTML formats (where
available) up to the amount of articles specified
in your pre-purchased bundle.
View abstracts in references of HTML articles
where available.

Functionality

Full ScienceDirect functionality, including
full-text searching, CrossRef linking and
personalization features.

Japan:
Tel: +81 3 5561 5035

Additional Content
Options

ArticleChoice may be added as a supplement
to your regular ScienceDirect subscription.

Asia and the Pacific:
Tel: +65 6 349 0222

Usage Reports

Monthly overview of the number of articles and
chapters used and the number of downloads
still available.

Post-termination
Access Rights

Access to downloaded full text for 24 hours,
with the ability to print and store documents
for future reference.

Subscription Period

One-time purchase. The bundle expires after
12 months.

Pricing

Contact Elsevier for a quote. Purchase bundles of
5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 or 500 articles and chapters,
with a discounted price-per-article for bundles
larger than 500.

Europe, Middle East and Africa:
Tel: +31 20 485 3767
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